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Abstract: For robots to attain more general-purpose utility, grasping is a necessary skill to master.
Such general-purpose robots may use their perception abilities to visually identify grasps for a given
object. A grasp describes how a robotic end-effector can be arranged to securely grab an object and
successfully lift it without slippage. Traditionally, grasp detection requires expert human knowledge
to analytically form the task-specific algorithm, but this is an arduous and time-consuming approach.
During the last five years, deep learning methods have enabled significant advancements in robotic
vision, natural language processing, and automated driving applications. The successful results
of these methods have driven robotics researchers to explore the use of deep learning methods in
task-generalised robotic applications. This paper reviews the current state-of-the-art in regards to the
application of deep learning methods to generalised robotic grasping and discusses how each element
of the deep learning approach has improved the overall performance of robotic grasp detection.
Several of the most promising approaches are evaluated and the most suitable for real-time grasp
detection is identified as the one-shot detection method. The availability of suitable volumes of
appropriate training data is identified as a major obstacle for effective utilisation of the deep learning
approaches, and the use of transfer learning techniques is proposed as a potential mechanism to
address this. Finally, current trends in the field and future potential research directions are discussed.
Keywords: deep learning; deep convolutional neural networks; dcnn; convolutional neural networks;
cnn; robot learning; transfer learning; robotic grasping; robotic grasp detection; human-robot collaboration
1. Introduction
Recent advancements in robotics and automated systems have led to the expansion of autonomous
capabilities and more intelligent machines being utilised in ever more varied applications [1,2].
The capability of adapting to changing environments is a necessary skill for task generalised
robots [3,4]. Machine learning plays a key role in creating such general-purpose robotic solutions.
However, most robots are still developed analytically, based on expert knowledge of the application
background. Even though this is considered an effective method, it is an arduous and time-consuming
approach, and has significant limitations for generalised applicability. Due to the recent successful
results of deep learning methods in computer vision and robotics applications, many robotics
researchers have started exploring the application of deep learning methods in their research.
The type of learning that is applied varies according to the feedback mechanism, the process
used for training data generation, and the data formulation. The learning problem can vary from
perception to state abstraction, through to decision making [5]. Deep learning, a branch of machine
learning, describes a set of modified machine learning techniques that, when applied to robotic systems,
aims to enable robots to autonomously perform tasks that come naturally to humans. Inspired by
the biological nervous system, a network of parallel and simultaneous mathematical operations are
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performed directly on the available data to obtain a set of representational heuristics between the
input and output data. These heuristics are then used in decision making. Deep learning models
have proven effective in diverse classification and detection problems [6–8] and there is a great deal of
interest in expanding their utilisation into other domains.
The grasp or grasping pose describes how a robotic end-effector can be arranged to successfully
pick up an object. The grasping pose for any given object is determined through a grasp detection
system. Any suitable perception sensors including cameras or depth sensors can be used to visually
identify grasping poses in a given scene. Grasp planning relates to the path planning process that
is required to securely grab the object and maintain the closed gripper contacts to hold and lift the
object from its resting surface [9]. Planning usually involves the mapping of image plane coordinates
to the robot world coordinates for the detected grasp candidate. The control system describes certain
closed-loop control algorithms that are used to control the robotic joints or degrees of freedom (DOF)
to reach the grasping pose while maintaining a smooth reach [10].
This paper reviews deep learning approaches for the detection of robotic grasping poses for
a given object captured in an image. The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides the
relevant background information into robot grasping; Section 3 describes how robotic grasps have been
represented in the literature; Section 4 identifies popular datasets and training methodologies; Section 5
introduces the main convolutional neural network approaches for detecting robotic grasps and explores
current trends for neural network architectures; and finally the conclusion and recommendations for
future research directions can be found in Section 6.
2. Background
Traditional analytical approaches, also known as hard coding, involve manually programming a
robot with the necessary instructions to carry out a given task. These control algorithms are modelled
based on expert human knowledge of the robot and its environment in the specific task. The outcome
of this approach explains a kinematic relationship between the parameters of the robot and its world
coordinates. Ju et al. [11] suggested that the kinematic model helps in further optimising the control
strategies. However, direct mapping of results from a kinematic model to the robot joint controller
is inherently open-loop and is identified to cause task space drifts. Therefore, they have, in addition,
recommended the use of closed loop control algorithms to address these drifts [2].
Even though such hard coded manual teaching is known to achieve efficient task performance,
such an approach has limitations; in particular, the program is restricted to the situations predicted by
the programmer, but in cases where frequent changes of robot programming is required, due to changes
in the environment or other factors, this approach becomes impractical [4]. According to Ju et al. [2],
unstructured environments remain a large challenge for intelligent robots that would require a complex
analytical approach to form the solution. While deriving of models requires a great deal of data and
knowledge of the physical parameters relating to the robotic task, use of more dynamic robotic
actuators make it nearly impossible to model the physics, thus they conclude that manual teaching is
an efficient but exhaustive approach [2]. In such cases, empirical methods will provide an increased
cognitive and adaptive capability to the robots, while reducing or completely removing the need to
manually model a robotic solution [3]. Early work in empirical methods takes a classical form that
explores the adaptive and cognitive capability of robots to learn tasks from demonstration. Non-linear
Regression techniques, Gaussian process, Gaussian mixture models, and Support Vector Machines are
some of the popular techniques related to this context [12]. Although these techniques have provided
some level of cognition for the robots, the task replication is limited to the demonstrated tasks.
Deep learning has recently made significant advancements in the application of computer vision,
scene understanding, robotic arts, and natural language processing [10,13]. Due to the convincing
results that have been achieved in the scope of computer vision, there is an increasing trend towards
implementation of deep learning methods in robotics applications. Many recent studies show that the
unstructured nature of a generalised robotics task makes it significantly more challenging. However,
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to advance the state-of-the-art of robotic applications, it is necessary to create a generalised robotic
solution for various industries such as offshore oil rigs, remote mine sites, manufacturing assembly
plants, and packaging systems where the work environments and scenarios can be highly dynamic.
A desired primary ability for these general-purpose robots is the ability to grasp and manipulate
objects to interact with their work environment. The visual identification and manipulation of objects
is a relatively simple task for humans to perform, but for a robot this is a very challenging task that
involves perception, planning, and control [10,14]. Grasping can enable the robots to manipulate
obstacles in the environment or to change the state of the environment if necessary. Early work such
as [15,16] show how far researchers have advanced the research methods in robotic grasping. These
studies discuss the early attempts of grasping novel objects using empirical methods.
Object grasping is challenging due to the wide range of factors such as different object shapes and
unlimited object poses. Successful robotic grasping systems should be able to overcome this challenge
to produce useful results. Unlike robots, humans can almost immediately determine how to grasp a
given object. Robotic grasping currently performs well below human object grasping benchmarks,
but is being continually improved given the high demand. A robotic grasping implementation has the
following sub-systems [10]:
• Grasp detection sub-system: To detect grasp poses from images of the objects in their image
plane coordinates
• Grasp planning sub-system: To map the detected image plane coordinates to the
world coordinates
• Control sub-system: To determine the inverse kinematics solution of the previous sub-system
We identify the grasp detection sub-system as the key entry point for any robotic grasping research
and aim to review current deep learning methods in grasp detection through the subsequent sections
of this paper. A popular deep learning method that has been applied in most related literature is the
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) or sometimes referred to as the Deep Convolutional Neural
Network (DCNN) due to the heavy involvement of convolutional layers in their architectures. It is
evident that there are two approaches to apply a CNN to a problem:
1. Create an application-specific CNN model
2. Utilise a complete or part of a pre-existing CNN model through transfer learning
Creating a proprietary application-specific CNN model requires a deep understanding of the
concept and a reasonable level of experience with CNNs. Therefore, most researchers that implement
CNNs in their grasp detection work have opted for transfer learning given the reduced number of
parameters to be dealt with. Training of such a CNN requires a large volume of data [17]. The data
can be labelled or unlabelled depending on whether a supervised or unsupervised training method
is used. Training is the process of tuning the network parameters according to the training data.
Some studies [10,18–20] focus on simplifying the problem of grasp detection and build on the transfer
learning model to improve the results. While there are several platforms to implement deep learning
algorithms, most studies have used Tensorflow [21], Theano [22], or Matlab [6]. With the recent
advancements of software applications and programming languages, there are now more streamlined
tools such as Keras [23], Caffe [24] or DarkNet [25] to implement the same functionality of former
deep learning frameworks but in an easier and more efficient way. Even though most recent deep
learning approaches for robotic grasping follow purely supervised learning, software platforms such as
NVIDIA ISAAC [26] encourage unsupervised learning methods with the support of virtual simulation
capabilities.
3. Robotic Grasp Detection
Grasp detection is identified as the ability to recognise the grasping points or the grasping poses
for an object in any given image [27]. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, a successful grasp describes how
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a robotic end-effector can be orientated on top of an object to securely hold the object between its
gripper and pick the object up. As humans, we use our eyesight to visually identify objects in our
vicinity and find out how to approach them in order to pick them up. In a similar manner, visual
perception sensors on a robotic system can be used to produce information on the environment that
can be interpreted into a useful format [19]. A mapping technique is necessary to classify each pixel of
the scene on the basis of belonging or not belonging to a successful grasp. Recent robotic grasping
work has used several different definitions for successful grasp configurations [10,18–20]. In this
regard, a representation or a definition of a good grasp is necessary. This section reviews some of
the promising grasp representations and their method of detection. Section 3.1 discusses several
grasp configurations and how they are represented in images. Section 3.2 discusses how these grasp
representations are detected from images. While this section aims to provide a brief overview of how
grasps can be represented and detected in deep learning applications, the reader is directed towards
References [9,28] for a more comprehensive description.
3.1. Grasp Representation
In most of the earlier works, grasps were represented as points on images of actual scenes or
from 3D mesh models based on simulations. Using a supervised learning approach, Saxena et al. [15]
investigated a regression learning method to infer the 3D location of a grasping point in a Cartesian
coordinate system. They used a probabilistic model over possible grasping points while considering
the uncertainty of the camera position. Extending their investigation, they had discretised the 3D
workspace in order to find the grasping point g, given by g = (x, y, z). They reported that by using
two or more images captured from different angles it would simplify the grasp point inference and
also referred to the smaller graspable regions on the images as grasp points as shown in Figure 1 [16].
In their reinforcement learning approach for grasp point detection, Zhang et al. [29] simply defined a
grasp as a point in a 2D image plane. A major drawback of such point defined grasps, however, was
that it only determined where to grasp an object and it did not determine how wide the gripper had to
be opened or the required orientation for the gripper to successfully grasp the object.
Figure 1. Example of the grasp point representation shown on 3D models of a mug and a pencil.
As a way to overcome this limitation, another popular grasp representation that has been proposed
is the oriented rectangle representation that was used in [10,18–20,30,31]. According to Jiang et al. [30],
their grasping configuration has a seven-dimensional representation containing the information of
a Grasping point, Grasping orientation, and Gripper opening width. In world coordinates, their
grasp representation, G, is stated as G = (x, y, z, α, β,γ, l). Their grasp representation is shown in
Figure 2a. The red lines represent the opening or closing width of the gripper along with the direction
of the motion. The blue lines represent the parallel plates of the end-effector.
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Figure 2. Grasping rectangle representations. (a) The representation by Jiang et al. [30]: Top vertex
(rG, cG), length mG, width nG and its angle from the x-axis, θG for a kitchen utensil. There can be
multiple ground truth grasps defined as shown. (b) The simplified representation by Redmon et al. [19]
for a hammer, showing its grasp centre at (x, y) oriented by an angle of θ from its horizontal axis.
The rectangle has a width and height of w and h respectively.
Simplifying the previously introduced seven dimensional grasp rectangle representation from [30],
Lenz et al. [18] proposed a five dimensional representation. This was based on the assumption of a
good 2D grasp being able to be projected back to 3D space. While they failed to evaluate their approach,
Redmon et al. [19] confirmed the validity of the method with their own results. They further supported
the statements by Jiang et al. [30] and Lenz et al. [18] that detection of grasping points in this manner
was analogous to object detection methods in computer vision but with an added term for the gripper
orientation. Adapting the method of [18,30], they also presented a slightly updated representation
of a grasp rectangle, as shown in Figure 2b. This modified rectangle grasp representation has been
used in a number of later publications demonstrating its usefulness [10,20,31]. In their work one using
deep learning algorithms for robotic grasping detection, Kumra et al. [10] used the grasp rectangle
originally proposed by Redmon et al. [19]. A very recent online project page [20] has cited the same
Redmon grasp rectangle.
Despite not employing a CNN in their dictionary learning method for grasp detection,
Trottier et al. [32] used the same grasp rectangle that was used in previous methods, most likely due
to its similarity to the object detection representations that were widely used at that time. In another
study conducted by Park et al. [33], the same grasp rectangle representation was again used. They
argued that the grasp rectangle was analogous to the standard object detection bounding box with
the added feature being the orientation. In their novel classification method for grasp detection,
Zhou et al. [34] used a similar five-element grasp rectangle representation following the previous work
in [10,18–20,31–33,35]. Wang et al. [36] proposed a minor variation to this approach that differed
simply by excluding the parameter for gripper plate height (h). They argued that this parameter
can be controlled in the robotic set-up configurations thus the authors used a four-element grasp
representation of G = (x, y, θ,w).
Another grasp representation introduced in more recent research is the combined location
and orientation representation. In [37], the authors used the simple G = (x, y, θ) representation
that dropped the dimensional parameters (h,w). The dimensional parameters provided a sense
of the physical limitations for certain end-effectors. Similar representations are used in [38,39].
This representation described a grasp in a 2D image plane. This representation was improved by
Calandra et al. to include the 3D depth information by adding the z coordinates to the representation,
resulting in a grasp representation, Gz = (x, y, z, θ) [40,41]. The Gz grasp representation was also used
by Murali et al. [42] in their approach to detect robotic grasps through the use of tactile feedback and
visual sensing.
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From the three grasp representations described in this section, the Rectangle representation can
be identified as the most commonly used for any grasp detection applications. While a detailed
analysis of the relative suitability of the approaches has not been conducted, the literature survey
suggests that any preference is application specific. Table 1 summarises the characteristics of each
grasp representation type with regards to depth, pose, and physical limitations of the end-effector.
Lenz et al. [18] argued that, in most cases, the depth information can be manually controlled specific
to the application. Therefore the rectangle representation can be selected as the most suitable grasp
representation in most cases.
Table 1. Comparison between different grasp representations.
Type Grasp Parameters Depth Pose Physical Limitations
Point representation (x, y) No No No
(x, y, z) Yes No No
Location + Orientation representation (x, y, θ) No Yes No
(x, y, z, θ) Yes Yes No
Rectangle representation (x, y, θ, h,w) No Yes Yes
Pixel-wise grasp representations were used when structured grasps were not useful. Ku et al. [43]
used convolutional layer activations to find the anthropomorphic grasping points in images. They
created a mask that represented the grasping points for the robotic index finger and the thumb.
The mask contains all pixels that are part of the grasp. Their method only works for cuboid and
cylindrical shaped objects. They reported that only one trial failed from the complete set of 50 trials,
and they have managed to achieve an average success rate of 96%.
In applications where simple object localisation translates back to the simple pick-up points in
the 2D image plane, dense captioning was used to localise objects in order to pick them up. In their
work for Amazon Picking Challenge [44], Schwarz et al. [45] used the popular dense captioning [46] to
localise objects in images. Dense captioning provides a textual description of each region of the image
and it can be used to identify or localise objects in an image. During the testing, they successfully
picked up 10 objects out of the 12 test object set, and their fine-tuned system responded within
340 milliseconds during the testing.
These graspable region representations are widely used in picking or sorting objects in clutter
when there are no particular requirements with respect to the order in which objects are picked up.
More structured grasp representations are generally employed in conjunction with object recognition
in order to grasp the identified objects [19]. The works discussed in this section demonstrate that
a consistent grasp representation method must be adopted in order to start working with learning
algorithms for the detection of robotic grasps. The ground truth labels should have the optimal number
of parameters to represent a grasp while ensuring that it is not over-defined. The five dimensional grasp
representation originally presented by Lenz et al. [18] for a 2D image should, thus, be further explored.
3.2. Grasp Detection
The conventional analytical method of robotic grasp detection is performed on the premise that
certain criteria such as object geometry, physics models, and force analytics are known [9]. The grasp
detection applications are built based on a model developed with this information. The modelling
of such information is often challenging due to the current fast-changing industry requirements.
An alternative approach is to use empirical methods, also known as data-driven approaches, that rely
on previously known successful results. These methods are developed using existing knowledge of
object grasping or by using simulations on real robotic systems [28]. A major drawback of analytical
methods is that they rely on the assumption that the object parameters are known, therefore they
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cannot be used for a generalised solution [28]. There are two types of empirical approaches in robotic
grasp detection:
1. Methods that use learning to detect grasps and use a separate planning system for grasp planning
2. Methods that learn a visuomotor control policy in a direct image-to-action manner
In the literature, direct grasp detection has been carried out using two different techniques.
The most popular one is to detect structured grasp representations from images. An alternative
approach is to learn a grasp robustness function. Both techniques require a separate grasp planning
system to execute the grasp. During the last few years, there has been a growing interest into learning
a visuomotor control policy using deep learning. The illustration in Figure 3 further clarifies the
terminology. The introduction of tools such as NVIDIA Isaac [26] has enabled the extensive use of
reinforcement learning in simulated environments with domain adaptation. These visuomotor control
policy learning methods do not require a separate grasp planning system.
Figure 3. Categorisation of robotic grasping and grasp detection.
The most popular method for structured grasp detection was the sliding window approach
proposed by Lenz et al. [18]. In their approach, a classifier is used to predict if a small patch of the
image contains a potential grasp. The image is divided into a number of small patches and each patch
is run through the classifier in an iterative process. The patches that contain higher ranking grasps
are considered as candidates and pushed as outputs. This method yielded a detection accuracy of
75% and a processing time of 13.5 s per image. Similar results were reported from the studies by
Wang et al. [47] and Wei et al. [48] who followed a similar approach. Guo et al. [35] used the reference
rectangle method to identify graspable regions of an image. This method was adapted from region
proposal neural networks [49]. The locations of the reference rectangle were identified using the sliding
window approach. Due to the repetitive scanning method for identifying graspable regions of images,
this method was largely considered unsuitable where a real-time detection speed is necessary. As an
alternative, Redmon et al. [19] proposed the one-shot detection method.
In most one-shot detection methods, a direct regression approach for predicting a structured grasp
output is used. In these approaches, the structured output represents the oriented grasp rectangle
parameters in the image plane coordinates. In the first one-shot detection approach, the authors argued
that a faster and more accurate method was necessary and proposed to use transfer learning techniques
to predict grasp representation from images [19]. They reported a detection accuracy of 84.4% in
76 milliseconds per image. This result produced a large performance boost compared to the then
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state-of-the-art method, the sliding window. The one-shot detection method assumed that each image
contained one graspable object and predicted one grasp candidate as opposed to the iterative scanning
process of the sliding window approach. Following a similar strategy, Kumra et al. [10] reported an
improvement whereby a detection accuracy of 89.21% for their multi-modal grasp detector with a
processing speed of 100 milliseconds per image was achieved. They explained that it was due to the
deeper network architecture that they had used in their experimentations. Therefore, it was evident
that most work in one-shot detection followed deep transfer learning techniques to use pre-trained
neural network architectures [20,31].
Although the preferred method for one-shot detection is the direct regression of the grasp
representation, there were numerous occasions where the combined classification and regression
techniques were employed for one-shot detection. While arguing that the orientation predictions of
a structured grasp representation lay in a non-Euclidean space, where standard regression loss (L2)
had not performed well, Chu et al. [50] proposed to classify the orientation among 19 different classes
in the range of [0◦, 360◦]. They used a direct regression method to predict the bounding box of the
grasp. The authors reported a detection accuracy of 94.4% with RGB images. Building on the concept
by Guo et al. [35], Zhou et al. [34] proposed to use the anchor boxes for predefined regions of the
images. Each image was divided into N × N regions. The orientation of the anchor box was classified
between k classes. The authors argued that the k can be a variable integer. By default it was set to
k = 6. The angles ranged between [−75◦, 75◦]. They achieved a detection accuracy of 97.74% for their
work. The literature reasoned that these improvements were achieved as it was easier to converge to a
classification during the training and the associated errors were minimum, but such a classification
would limit the output to a predefined set of classes [37].
Learning a grasp robustness function also had been the central idea of many studies in deep grasp
detection. The researchers used this function to identify the grasp pose candidate with the highest
score as the output. Grasp robustness described the grasp probability of a certain location or an area of
an image [27]. Binary classification was a well researched technique for this approach that classified the
grasp points as valid or invalid (1 or 0). Park et al. [33] used a multi stage spatial transformer network
to predict the success of a grasp candidate. They reported a grasp detection accuracy of 89.60% in
23 milliseconds per image [33]. Using end-to-end learning, Ten Pas et al. [51] performed a binary
classification to identify graspable regions in a dense clutter of objects. They presented a 77% detection
accuracy with passive point cloud data. In their work, Lu et al. [52] performed a CNN based grasp
probability study to achieve a detection accuracy of 75.6% for previously unseen novel objects and
76.6% for previously seen objects during the training. In addition to the applicability of this method to
cluttered objects, researchers concluded its usefulness when partial information was present [33].
A method to learn an optimal grasp robustness function was proposed by Mahler et al. [27].
They considered the robustness as a scalar probability in the range of [0, 1]. The authors compiled a
dataset known as Dex-Net 2.0 with 6.7 million point clouds and analytic grasp quality metrics with
parallel-plate grippers planned using robust quasi-static grasp wrench space analysis on a dataset of
1500 3D object mesh models. They further trained a grasp quality convolutional network (GQ-CNN)
that was used to learn a robustness metric for grasp candidates. They tested their CNN with their
dataset which achieved an accuracy of 98.1% for grasp detection. Robust grasp detection is explored
in [53]. Johns et al. reported that they achieved a grasp success rate of 75.2% with minor gripper
pose uncertainties and 64.8% with major gripper pose uncertainties. They described the gripper pose
uncertainties to be associated with varying shapes and contours associated with the objects.
The literature survey suggested that a direct mapping of images to robot actions could be predicted
by learning a visuomotor control policy. This method would not require a separate grasp planning
system and, thus was also considered a pixel-to-action method. Using their previous findings [27],
Mahler et al. [39] proposed a method to find deep learnt policies to pick objects from clutter. The authors
reported that by using a transfer learning technique with their previous findings in [27], they achieved
a grasp detection accuracy of 92.4%. When they tested their learnt policies on robotic grasping, they
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achieved a success rate of 70% with five trials for each of 20 objects of the test dataset [39]. The winning
team from the Amazon Picking Challenge 2017 [44], Zeng et al. [54] proposed a visuomotor control
policy prediction method for images of objects in clutter. The authors proposed an action space with
four individual actions: (a) suction down; (b) suction side; (c) grasp down; and (d) flush grasp. They
reported a maximum accuracy of 96.7% for grasping and 92.4% for suction with the Top-1 confidence
percentile [54]. Zhang et al. [29] proposed a method to use reinforcement learning [55] to determine the
action to extend the robot end-effector to a point in a 2D image plane. Closely following the proposed
deep Q network by Mnih et al. [55], the authors managed to adapt it to a robotic system using synthetic
images. In testing, their system achieved a 51% success rate in reaching the target point [29]. They
further concluded that these results were largely affected by not having an optimal domain adaptation
from synthetic to realistic scenes.
In summary, it is identified that most of the work in grasp pose detection has focused on
the detection of a structured grasp representation. For structured grasp representation detection,
the one-shot detection method has achieved state-of-the-art results according to recent research
studies. Most of one-shot detectors use deep transfer learning techniques to use pre-trained deeper
convolutional networks to predict the grasp candidates from images. This section has introduced the
popular grasp detection methods and the reader is directed to Section 5 for an in-depth discussion of
the convolutional network approach for grasp detection.
4. Types and Availability of Training Data
Research has consistently shown that deep learning requires a large volume of labelled data
to effectively learn the features during the training process [17]. This requirement is also apparent
in supervised learning methods in robotic grasp detection [10,18–20]. In recently published work,
researchers either use training data from a third party or introduce their own application specific
proprietary data sources or methods to automate the data generation [27,37]. Johns et al. [53]
highlighted that the major challenge with deep learning is the need for a very large volume of training
data, thus they opted to generate and use simulated data for the training process. Another challenge
of training deep neural networks is the lack of domain specific data as mentioned by Tobin et al. [14].
They proposed a method to generate generalised object simulations to address this challenge, although
it has not yet been proven how effective the results can be. For real-time applications, use of simulated
data and the availability of 3D object models is not practically achievable [10,19]. As a way to overcome
this, there are reports of network pre-training as a solution when there is limited domain specific
data [10,19,20].
Brownlee [56] specified that annotations of the available data will be more important if the
learning was purely supervised and less important for unsupervised learning. He further described
the importance of the three subsets of data for training, validation, and testing. In [10,19,20,31],
the authors had followed the same argument. A comprehensive explanation can also be found in [57].
The literature survey suggests that, in addition to larger training datasets, domain specific data are
necessary for effective results.
4.1. Multi-Modal Data
Use of multi-modal data has become popular in many research studies into robotic grasp pose
detection. Early work from Saxena et al. [15] stated that most grasping work assumed prior knowledge
of the 2D or 3D model of the object to be grasped, but such approaches encounter difficulties when
attempting to grasp novel objects. The authors experimented with depth images for five different
objects in their training. They reported the grasp success rates for basic objects such as mugs, pens,
wine glasses, books, erasers, and cellphones. An overall success rate of 90% with a mean absolute error
of 1.8 cm was reported.
Following this work, Jiang et al. [30] scaled the problem space to 194 images of nine classes. They
stated that the availability of multi-modal data could be useful in identifying edges and contours in the
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images to clearly differentiate graspable regions. Lenz et al. [18] supported the same claim in their work
that used multi-modal RGB-D data. In a few recent transfer learning applications, the authors used
the multi-modality in a way that overcame the three-channel data limitation with existing pre-trained
CNNs. The authors in [19,20,31] replaced the Blue channel in RGB images with depth disparity images
and created 3-channel RG-D images.
Kumra et al. [10] proposed a novel method to use pre-trained DCNN architectures with 3-channel
input limitations. Instead of replacing the Blue channel, the authors trained two convolutional
networks for RGB and depth features individually. They used a similar encoding to [58] to create
three-channel depth disparity images. They further reported that proper pre-training for the depth
CNN was not available since all of the pre-trained networks were pre-trained on RGB images. More
streamlined methods (e.g., [59]) would help in this endeavour. While most of these works used
visual information, there were some reported studies that had used tactile sensing with deep learning
approaches in grasp detection.
In [42], Murali et al. explored using tactile sensing to complement the use of visual sensors.
This method involved a re-grasping step to accurately grasp the object. They reported a success
rate of 85.92% with a deep network and 84.5% with an SVM. A similar approach was followed by
Calandra et al. [40] in their work on using tactile sensing in robotic grasp detection.
Some researchers had also experimented with uni-modal data as well. Kumra et al. [10] trained
their neural network with uni-modal RGB images and achieved an accuracy of 88.84%.
Our literature survey indicates there are several types of multi-modalities involved in grasp pose
detection research with the most popular one being the RGB-D data. Evidence suggests that the added
benefit of edge and contour information in RGB-D images has an advantage over uni-modal RGB
images. There is not yet enough evidence to suggest whether tactile sensing has an added advantage
over depth imaging for grasp detection work using RGB images. A major challenge with respect to
using RGB-D data, however, is the access to suitable training datasets.
4.2. Datasets
Goodfellow et al. [17] stated that the performance of a simple machine learning algorithm relied on
the amount of training data as well as the availability of domain specific data. The recent publications
suggested that the availability of training data is a prevailing challenge for this learning method. Some
researchers combined datasets to create a larger dataset while others collected and annotated their
own data.
4.2.1. Pre-compiled datasets
The Cornell Grasp Dataset (CGD) from [60] is a popular grasp dataset that was compiled for
most transfer learning approaches in robotic grasping [10,19,20,31]. The CGD was created with grasp
rectangle information for 240 different object types and it contained about 885 images, 885 point clouds
and about 8019 labelled grasps including valid and invalid grasp rectangles. A sample set of images
is shown in Figure 4. The grasps were specifically defined for the parallel plate gripper found on
many robotic end-effectors. The CGD appeared in a number of research studies during the recent
past, which might suggest that it has a reasonable diversity of examples for generalised grasps [19].
The recent trend of using RGB-D for learning to predict grasps was covered with the CGD dataset
through the inclusion of point cloud data by its creators. Lenz et al. argued that having the depth
information would result in a better depth perception for an inference system that was trained on
depth data [18]. A sense of good and bad grasps was also necessary to differentiate a better grasp from
the alternatives [18,19]. Therefore, the CGD could be selected as a suitable dataset for its quality and
adaptability. The CGD was extensively used in [10,18–20,31,33,35,50].
In the grasp detection work by Wang et al. [36], the authors used the Washington RGB-D
dataset [58] for its rich variety of RGB-D images. The authors self-annotated as they preferred to
combine the resulting dataset with the CGD. The authors further stated that the combined Washington
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data instances of 25,000 with the 885 instances from the CGD would help in pre-training a deep
network [36].
Figure 4. Sample of Cornell Grasp dataset [60].
4.2.2. Collected Datasets
When application-specific data were necessary, researchers provided intuitive methods for data
collection. Murali et al. [42] used a previously learned grasping policy to collect valid grasp data
and performed random grasps to collect invalid grasp data. They have collected data for 52 different
objects. Calandra et al. [40] collected data from 9269 grasp trials for 106 unique objects. Pinto et al. [37]
stated how time consuming it was to collect data for robotic grasping and proposed a novel approach
inspired from reinforcement learning. Their approach would predict centre points for grasps from a
policy learned using reinforcement learning and the orientation was classified for 18 different classes
using grasp probability. The authors scaled the data collection to 50,000 grasp trials using 700 robotic
hours. They used a Mixture of Gaussians (MOG) background subtraction that identified graspable
regions in images to avoid random object-less spaces in images. Levine et al. [61] further improved
this approach through the collection of grasping data from nearly 900,000 grasp trials using 8 robots.
4.2.3. Domain Adaptation and Simulated Data
As pointed out by Tobin et al. [14], most applications lacked domain specific data. While arguing
the importance of a large volume of domain specific data, the authors proposed a method to use
physics simulations to generate domain specific data using 3D mesh models for a set of primitive
shapes. Most of the work that has used simulation and 3D model data relies on domain adaptation to
its real world equivalent set of objects. Bousmalis et al. [62] conducted several experiments to verify
the domain adaptation capability of a deep grasp detection application that was trained on 3D mesh
models randomly created by the authors. The authors randomly mixed simulated data with realistic
data to compile a dataset of 9.4 million data instances. Using this a grasp success rate of 78% was
achieved. In a similar approach, Viereck et al. [38] proposed a method for learning a closed-loop
visuomotor controller from simulated depth images. The authors generated about 12,500 image-action
pairs for the training. They reported a grasp pose detection success rate of 97.5% for objects in isolation,
and 94.8% for objects in clutter. Mahler et al. [27] suggested populating a dataset containing physics
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based analyses such as caging, grasp wrench space (GWS) analyses and grasp simulation data for
different types of object shapes and poses. They further suggested that cloud computing could be
leveraged to train a convolutional neural network with this dataset that would in turn, predict a
robustness metric for a given grasp instead of directly predicting a grasp. The proposed dataset was
called Dex-Net 2.0 [63] and contained about 6.7 million point clouds and analytic grasp quality metrics
with parallel-jaw grasps planned using robust quasi-static GWS analysis on a dataset of 1500 3D object
models [27].
4.2.4. Summary
Mahler et al. [27] concluded that human annotation is a tedious process that requires months of
work and the simulations would have to be run for a large number of iterations on a robotic system.
With the limited availability of domain specific data, Redmon et al. [19] proposed to use pre-training.
Pre-training assumes that by using the weights of the convolutional overhead of a CNN model that was
trained on a large dataset such as ImageNet [64] would transfer the universal filtration capabilities to a
smaller dataset, providing better results compared to the usual training approach. Even though most
prior work used 3D simulations to find suitable grasp poses for objects, Kumra et al. [10] stated that,
despite those previous works having performed well, they required a known 3D model of the object to
calculate a grasp. This 3D model would not be known a priori and the complex modelling techniques
of forming the 3D model was beyond the capacity for most of the general purpose robots as their
desired primary function was faster adaptation to dynamic scenarios [19]. In such cases, a learning
algorithm would produce the necessary results provided that there were enough, domain-specific data
instances for the training.
In conclusion, the number of training data plays a key role in the outcome of the trained algorithm.
Some approaches (e.g., [37,61,65]) try to reduce or completely avoid the challenges of compiling such
huge datasets. In cases where an extended information set is necessary to produce a grasp prediction,
a dataset such as the Dex-Net 2.0 [27] could be used. For most generalised grasp prediction networks,
however, the CGD [60] would be an optimal starting point considering its adaptability for more
generalised object shapes and poses with the added benefit of the inclusion of depth information.
5. Convolutional Neural Networks for Grasp Detection
Most recent work in robotic grasp detection apply different variations of convolutional
neural networks to learn the optimal end-effector configuration for different object shapes and
poses [10,18–20,27,37]. They do so by ranking multiple grasp configurations predicted for each object
image instance. Ranking is done based on the learned parameters from the representation learning
capability of deep learning. As opposed to the manual feature design and extraction steps of classical
learning approaches, deep learning can automatically learn how to identify and extract different
application specific feature sets [17]. The authors of [17,55] explained the importance of the CNN
architecture towards learning. It was further reported that networks with greater depth would be able
to learn more complex hierarchical representations from images [66].
In analytical approaches, various grasping application specific parameters such as closure
properties and force analysis are combined to successfully model the grasps [9]. Closure properties
describe the force and momentum exerted at the point of contact, also known as a Grasp Wrench.
Depending on the level of friction at each of these points, the point of contact could be further
elaborated. According to Bicchi et al. [9], force analysis describes the required grasping force that
should be applied by the robotic gripper on the object to grasp it securely without slipping or causing
damage. Kinematic modelling between the contact points is a function that describes the relative
motion between two different contact points. Reviews (e.g., [9]) suggest how practically impossible it
would be to prepare a generalised grasping model using just analytical data. Given how well certain
learning algorithms [10,18–20] performed in the past, however, it could be concluded that using visual
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representation of successful grasps as training data with these learning algorithms would result in
usable generalised solutions.
5.1. Architecture
A deep CNN is built with multiple layers to extract information representations [67].
Goodfellow et al. [17] has stated that the representation of the learning process of a deep neural
network has similar attributes to the method through which information is processed by the human
brain. During the last five years, there have been many active improvements for DCNN architectures.
Most of these approaches use ImageNet [64] tests for benchmarking. From inspecting many CNN
methods that are originally evaluated on ImageNet data, it is evident that all of them have followed
the general structure shown in Figure 5. Literature suggests that lower level features are identified
using the convolutional layer while application specific features are extracted by the fully connected
portion of the network where pooling and activations are widely employed [68]. This suggests that the
results on the ImageNet data provide a reasonably useful evaluation of the architecture even though it
is not specific to robotic grasping.
Figure 5. General structure of a CNN.
The literature survey suggests two types of convolutional layer placements in DCNNs. Early
approaches used a stacked architecture where each layer was placed one after the other. More recent
DCNNs have used convolutional layers in parallel. Szegedy et al. [68] reported that this trend was
accelerated due to the availability of increased computational capacities.
Both AlexNet and VGG-Net are stacked deep neural network architectures. With AlexNet,
Krizhevsky et al. [66] produced a reduced error rate of 16.6%. Simonyan et al. further reduced the
error rates to 7.0% with their introduction of VGG-Net [69]. Redmon et al. [19] were the first authors to
implement AlexNet with their work in robotic grasp detection. They fine-tuned the DCNN architecture
to accommodate their hardware. Their model is shown in Figure 6. Their direct regression model that
was trained on RG-D images achieved an accuracy of 84.4% and the MultiGrasp model that divided
an original image to N × N sub-images achieved an accuracy of 88%. Their work was later followed
by Watson et al. [31] who achieved an accuracy of 78% with one fold cross validation. Ebert et al. [20]
achieved an accuracy of 71% closely following the same work in [19].
Figure 6. Neural network model proposed by Redmon et al. [19].
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Modern dense DCNN architectures are developed under the premise that deeper networks
are capable of extracting more advanced features from data. Szegedy et al. [68] reported that the
drawbacks of increasing the depth of a DCNN are two-fold. In order to train such deep network
models there should be a distinguishable variation between the training data and this was challenging
even with human labelling. When the depth of a DCNN is increased, the number of trainable
parameters automatically increases, which requires higher computational power for training [68].
Therefore they suggested sparsely connected deep network architectures. They proposed their DCNN
architecture known as GoogleNet, with a reduced error rate of 6.8% in ImageNet testing [64]. Following
that, He et al. [70] proposed a DCNN architecture with skip connections that further reduced the
error rates to 3.57% using their ResNet architecture. A sample residual block is shown in Figure 7.
By combining [70] with their original approach in [71], Szegedy et al. proposed the Inception-ResNet
architecture [72].
Figure 7. Example of a residual block. These skip connections perform identity mapping optimally
and they add neither extra parameter nor computational complexity.
Denser deep networks have appeared in recent robotic grasp detection work. Kumra et al. [10]
used the 50-layer version of the popular ResNet [70] architecture to extract features from RGB-D images
in order to detect grasp configurations for the objects in the images from the Cornell grasp dataset [60].
The authors presented two different network models that were aimed at grasp detection using
uni-modal and multi-modal images named Uni-modal and Multi-modal architectures, respectively. They
achieved the highest grasp detection accuracy of 89.21% using their multi-modal DCNN architecture
with image-wise splitting. This architecture is shown in Figure 8. Zhou et al. [34] used the ResNet-50
and ResNet-101 networks as feature extractors in their grasp detection work and achieved accuracies
over 98% for both versions. Chu et al. [50] used the same ResNet-50 architecture [70] with their grasp
detection work. In contrast to the previous approach [10], they used grasp labels from the grasp
data [60] to propose regions of interest in the images to ultimately propose multiple grasps at once.
They achieved a detection accuracy of 96% using image-wise splitting.
Figure 8. Multi-modal grasp predictor [10].
Another research direction in robotic grasp detection is the use of custom neural network
models inspired from the popular region proposal convolutional networks known as R-CNN [49].
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Lenz et al. [18] developed their two cascaded CNN models for grasp detection using a sliding window
approach. The first neural network model extracted higher level features such grasp locations whereas
the larger second network verified the valid grasps from those detected. In the first stage, the authors
used a variant of the Sparse Auto Encoder [73] to initialise the weights of the hidden layers. Pre-training
in this way was a necessary step to avoid overfitting. The authors reported a grasp detection accuracy
of 75% that was tested with a Baxter robot by carrying out object grasping. The creation of application
specific DCNNs has received greater attention recently. When there has been enough higher quality
training data available, researchers used their own custom neural network models. Most of these works
were motivated from recent DCNN success stories in ImageNet classification tests [64]. Lu et al. [52]
used a custom architecture for their work in multi-fingered grasp prediction. The max-pooling and
rectified linear units were used as activation functions in their work. They further concluded the
adaptability of their work into the realm of two-fingered grasp detection. Detection accuracies of 75.6%
for novel objects and 76.6% for previously seen objects were claimed.
The literature survey has further suggested that researchers have used DCNN or CNN methods
to find the inverse kinematic or dynamic solutions. The kinematic and dynamic modelling of robotic
manipulation are the focus of Xia et al. [74] and Polydoros et al. [75], respectively. The proposed
methods were further experimented with by various authors in motion planning in unstructured
environments [48,76]. Even though these works do not directly align with robotic grasp detection, they
can be extended to grasp planning.
Szegedy et al. in [68] stated that advances in the quality of image recognition had relied on newer
ideas, algorithms, and improved network architectures as well as more powerful hardware, larger
training datasets, and bigger learning models. They further commented that neither the deep networks
nor the bigger models alone would result in such improvements but combining them n to create a
deeper architecture would suggest these improvements over the classical theories. They experimentally
presented that by increasing the depth (the number of deep levels) and the width (the number of units
at each level) of a deep network would improve the overall network performance. However, it would
also require a commensurately larger set of training data that would result in the following drawbacks:
1. Larger datasets would result in increased features to be extracted while limited datasets would
result in overfitting.
2. Deeper networks would require increased computational resources during the training.
The authors evaluated their original DCNN performance in [68] that had an error rate of 6.67%
with their own improved version in [71] with an error rate of 3.5%. They concluded in [71] that this
performance boost was a result of going deeper with convolutions.
5.2. Transfer Learning Techniques
The most successful robotic grasp detection work has used transfer learning methods to achieve
accuracies close to 90%. Any transfer learning approach includes the following steps:
1. Data pre-processing
2. Pre-trained CNN model
Compared to image classification, robotic grasp detection requires the capability of a DCNN
to identify grasp configurations for novel objects. This requires training on generalised object scene
images. Therefore, most researchers limit their pre-processing techniques to just accommodate CNN
input dimensions such as image width and the number of channels. Unlike in image classification,
the ground truth data for grasping were less augmented. Redmon et al. [19] reported the minimum
amount of necessary pre-processing for RGB-D datasets as centre cropping of images and replacing
the blue channel of RGB images with depth data while normalising the depth data to [0, 255] range,
which is the default RGB colour space range. While following the exact same procedure in [19],
Watson et al. [31] normalised all RGB values and grasp labels to [0, 1] arguing that training targets
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should be in the same range as the training data. In their method, Pinto et al. [37] resized images
to 227× 227 which was the input size for their model. Their network had a similar architecture to
AlexNet [66] as shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9. Eighteen-way binary classifier by Pinto et al. [37].
Due to the problem of overfitting with the limited available datasets, the deep learning robotic
grasp detection literature indicates that many authors have used pre-training. Pre-training was
identified as a transfer learning technique where the deep network was pre-trained on larger datasets
prior to the training on domain specific data. The weights of the convolutional layers that were
originally learned during the pre-training were kept frozen during the training on domain specific data.
In their one-shot detection method, Redmon et al. [19] used the AlexNet [66] convolutional
network architecture in compiling their network model [19] which achieved a grasp detection accuracy
of 84.4%. The same approach was used in [20,31] with similar results reported. They modified the
orientation parameter from the grasp representation while arguing that the angle predictions are
two-fold (positive or negative) [19]. Therefore, the authors replaced θ with (sin 2θ, cos 2θ) following
the trigonometric definitions. The argument was further supported in [20,31].
A similar pre-training approach was employed in [10] using the deeper ResNet-50 architecture
as opposed to the variant of the AlexNet from [19]. They reported that the deeper network model
afforded them an increased accuracy of 89.21%. They further reported a second model as shown in
Figure 10. It was aimed at uni-modal data such as RGB or RG-D images. This model achieved an
accuracy of 88.84%.
Even though the transfer learning made it less challenging to use a pre-trained model for
the convolutional part of a DCNN, researchers still had to design the fully connected part of the
DCNN. While there is not enough evidence to determine the optimal number of units required,
Redmon et al. [19] used two fully connected layer that had 512 units in each individual layer. In [10],
Kumra et al. used one fully connected layer with 512 units for their Uni-modal architecture and two
layers with 512 units for their Multi-modal architecture. A model similar to the deep network in [19]
was later followed in [20,31]. In DCNN training applications, the popular learning optimiser is the
Stochastic Gradient Decent (SGD). In deep grasp detection, most authors used the SGD but they argued
that it was not an optimal optimiser and reported more advanced optimisers were necessary. Ruder
provided a comprehensive overview of different learning optimisers in [77].
While most transfer learning approaches employed pre-trained network models in an end-to-end
learning process some researchers used them as feature extractors for shallow network models.
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Chollet [78] stated that, due to the two-step method of feature extraction, it was impossible to employ
data augmentation techniques if required as the learned features would not be the same as the training
images. In addition, running end-to-end learning was costlier as it required the convolutional base of
the network to be run on data repetitively.
Figure 10. Uni-modal grasp predictor [10].
Detecting object grasping configurations from images is still accurately solved using analytical
methods but the use of empirical methods is exponentially increasing due to successful results in recent
publications. One commonly used method is to train a visuomotor controller using deep learning that
iteratively corrects the grasping point until the object is successfully grasped between the gripper jaws.
The next best method is to learn a function that scores the possible grasps on an image and use it to
select the highest scored grasp as the candidate. There are other methods that learn a certain heuristic
and exhaustively search for possible grasps on the images. Training CNNs to detect grasps requires a
high volume of manually labelled data. As a solution, most researchers opt to use simulated training
data (e.g., [14,38,53]). Alternatively, data collection can be automated (e.g., [37]). Recent approaches
have suggested network pre-training can help to avoid overfitting due to the limited availability of
training data [10,19,20]. As shown in Table 2, AlexNet [66] and ResNet-50 [70] have been widely
used in these studies. The reasoning for the reduced results in [20] and [31] compared to [19] was not
clarified by any author. However, the literature survey suggested that these methods utilised a lower
number of training data instances and a varied set of data augmentation techniques as compared
to [19]. This, further supported the arguments made by many different researchers regarding the
limited availability of high quality annotated training data for such robotic grasp detection work.
Table 2. Comparison between different transfer learning techniques in one-shot grasp detection.
Results were reported from tests performed on the Cornell Grasp Dataset.
Method Architecture Accuracy (%) Accuracy (%)(Image-Wise) (Object-Wise)
Direct regression by Redmon et al. [19] AlexNet [66] 84.4% 84.9%
Regression + Classification by Redmon et al. [19] AlexNet [66] 85.5% 84.9%
MultiGrasp Detection by Redmon et al. [19] AlexNet [66] 88.0% 87.1%
Uni-modal, SVM, RGB by Kumra et al. [10] ResNet-50 [70] 84.76% 84.47%
Uni-modal RGB by Kumra et al. [10] ResNet-50 [70] 88.84% 87.72%
Uni-modal RG-D by Kumra et al. [10] ResNet-50 [70] 88.53% 88.40%
Multi-modal SVM, RGB-D by Kumra et al. [10] ResNet-50 [70] 86.44% 84.47%
Multi-modal RGB-D by Kumra et al. [10] ResNet-50 [70] 89.21% 88.96%
Direct Regression (RG-D) by Basalla et al. [20] AlexNet [66] 71% NA
Direct Regression (RG-D) By Watson et al. [31] AlexNet [66] 78% NA
5.3. Evaluation of Results
Each grasp configuration that was predicted by the learning algorithms should go through an
evaluation process to identify if it is in fact a valid grasp. There are two evaluation metrics for grasps:
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rectangle metric and point metric [10,19,20]. The point metric evaluates the distance between the
predicted grasp centre and the actual grasp centre relative to a threshold value, but the literature does
not provide further insight as to how best to determine this threshold value. Furthermore, this metric
does not consider the grasp angle, which neglects the object orientation in the 2D image plane.
The rectangle metric defined a successful grasp under the following two conditions:
1. Difference between the grasp angles to be less than 30◦
2. Jacquard index between the two grasps to be less than 25%
The Jacquard index between Grasppred and Grasptrue is given by:
J(Grasppred,Grasptrue) =
|Grasppred ∩ Grasptrue|
|Grasppred ∪ Grasptrue| (1)
This method evaluates grasp poses in their image plane. Watson et al. [31] argued that further
evaluation metrics would be necessary in order to evaluate grasps on the fly. They proposed an
on-line evaluation method known as “marker based evaluation method”. The process evaluates grasps
detected on images which had objects with the labels marked by the authors. In Figure 11, a marked
banana is shown with red markers. The authors evaluated the distance to the predicted grasp centres
from these markers and reported the grasp success based on this [31].
Figure 11. Marker based evaluation method [31].
Furthermore, the authors validated their results with one-fold cross validation and implemented
an inverse kinematic grasp planner with a Baxter robot. An implementation of grasp planning
supported their conclusions in [31] as opposed to previous attempts in [10,19] that failed to further
validate grasp detection results on a real robot.
In most robotic grasp detection studies, researchers proposed the grasp detection as a computer
vision problem and presented their results as detection accuracy, mean error of orientation, and the
mean jacquard index for predictions. The only conclusion that can be drawn from these results is
an evaluation metric for the grasp detection. There are very few approaches that have carried out
grasping with real robotic hardware. Although the evaluation metrics draw an acceptable conclusion
for the grasp detection, the additional results from actual robotic grasping will further confirm the
results from grasp detection.
6. Conclusions
Deep learning has been showing remarkable success in the applications of computer vision
such as classification, detection and localisation. Thus far, however, it has not been adopted very
extensively in robotic applications, although this is now a rapidly growing area of research. Due to the
requirements of higher computational power and large volumes of training data, it is still challenging
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to implement an end-to-end learning approach for the complete robotic grasping activity. Despite this,
the detection of successful grasping poses for robotic systems using deep learning methods has been
investigated in a number of recent publications. In this paper, these emerging methods have been
reviewed and several key elements of deep learning based grasp detection have been identified as:
grasp representation, grasp detection, training, and CNN architectures.
Several methods to represent successful grasps for a robotic system have been discussed.
A successful grasp is identified as the location within the work area that a robotic end-effector can be
placed to securely grasp the target object between its parallel plate grippers and lift it without losing
its grip. The information such as the coordinates of this location, the width the gripper needs to be
opened, and the gripper orientation with reference to the horizontal axis are commonly included in
this grasp representation.
We have identified that the most popular deep learning approach to robotic grasp detection was
the sliding window approach in which regions of interest on images are scanned for successful grasps
in an iterative process. A major limitation of this approach, however, is that it is a comparatively
slow process and unsuitable for real-time operations. This method has been superseded by the
current state-of-the-art one-shot detection method in which a structured grasp configuration is directly
predicted for an image. Recently, Redmon et al. [19] introduced the one-shot detection method
that resulted in a detection accuracy of 88% and a detection speed of 76 milliseconds for an image.
Kumra et al. [10] surpassed these results by employing a deeper network model and achieved a
detection accuracy of 89.21%.
Training a suitable neural network for grasp detection purposes usually requires a large amount
of manually labelled data, such as the Cornell Grasps Dataset, but this requires even higher volumes
of domain specific data which is not readily available at the time of writing. Therefore researchers
have opted to collect data with self-supervised methods. While most of these applications rely on
realistic data such as images from objects in the real world, more recent literature discusses the use
of simulation data and their domain adaptation capability. The one-shot detection algorithm follows
the transfer learning technique to employ a pre-trained DCNN as its convolutional base. The current
highest achieving DCNN architecture for grasp detection is based on the ResNet-50 [70] where an
accuracy of 96% is reported for successful grasp detection work.
Future Work
A significant factor in the use of supervised learning algorithms is the general requirement for
large datasets for better results. The prior work reviewed in this paper has highlighted that this
requirement is a major constraint for many grasp detection approaches that utilise supervised learning
methods. Most of the grasp data that are labelled by human annotators are biased on the semantics
and there can be almost unlimited ways to define a good grasp, which can make useful annotation
practically impossible. Due to the inherent difficulties in acquiring suitable datasets, novel methods to
overcome these limitations are needed. Larger datasets can potentially be generated from simulated
data through application of domain adaptation techniques to generate application-specific datasets
from 3D simulations. In addition, very few researchers have explored methods of collecting data
through the incorporation of reinforcement learning techniques to autonomously create larger datasets.
Reinforcement learning is a reward based approach that involves a lengthier training process, similar
to the trial-and-error process, but does not require a pre-labelled dataset. A major challenge in using
reinforcement learning for data collection is the time required to obtain the necessary number of valid
data instances compared to the numerous invalid data instances that are continuously generated due
to its randomised nature. Further work is needed to identify more time efficient methods.
In current grasp detection systems, a separate grasp planning system is required to implement
the robotic grasping function on robotic hardware. More recent literature discusses the possibility
of detecting visuomotor control policies directly from images to avoid the need to have a separate
grasp planning system. Recently, researchers have begun to explore the application of reinforcement
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learning techniques to predict visuomotor control policies for robotic grasping. Limited work has been
carried out so far as researchers have been reluctant to use such methods with real-world systems
considering the number of precautionary steps required to mitigate potential damage to the robotic
equipment, as well as the longer training times required. However, with the recent introduction of
domain adaptation techniques, there are now more suitable methods to train reinforcement learning
algorithms in simulated environments. Given this, it is very worthwhile to further explore such
methods in robotic grasp detection as well as their potential extension to learning direct visuomotor
control policies.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AI Artificial Intelligence
APC Amazon Picking Challenge
CGD Cornell Grasp Dataset
CNN Convolutional Neural Networks
DCNN Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
DDD Depth in 3 Channels (Depth Depth Depth) Image
Dex-Net Dexterity Network
DOF Degrees of Freedom
GQ-CNN Grasp Quality Convolutional Neural Networks
GWS Grasp Wrench Space
MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging
RGB Red Green Blue Image
RGB-D Red Green Blue Depth Image
RG-D Red Green Depth Image
SGD Stochastic gradient decent
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